BATH ENCLOSURES UNIT FEATURES
Crystalline Hinge Door System
A quality engineered system of custom enclosures that offers a more open, contemporary look.
 Available stock in Silver, Gold, White, Oil Rubbed Bronze and Brushed Nickel finishes and can be
custom ordered in Black, Biscuit or powered-coated to match any sample.
 Silver and Gold extrusions have been polished to remove imperfections prior to anodization.
 Available in Framed or Frameless styles.
 Available with your choice of twelve different types of safety tempered glass or KD.
 Extruded metal handles are buffed and anodized after they’re cut to ensure a smooth, uniform finish.
 Exclusive hidden SEALPRO Continuous Hinge design for smooth operation and positive stop.
 Two piece buttress option which eliminates unsightly ripping of metal and makes for easier
installation.
 Return panel units available with your choice of six different corner posts for level and buttress
applications.
 Available in four standard heights: 67", 71" 75" and 84" or built to your specifications.
 System available three different ways: cut to your specifications, door and panel kits, and stock
lengths.
 Optional two piece header for fixed windows as well as “tight to ceiling” and steam applications.
 Optional steam insert available which seals door panel to lock in steam.
 Tapered fill available for out-of-level conditions.
 Two-piece wall adjust eliminates need for ripping or tapering metal.
 Low profile threshold available for stand-alone doors.

Framed



Two piece drip system for easier installation and better draining.
Full length magnetic strike jamb.

Frameless





Frameless door incorporates a nearly invisible vinyl drip to enhance its contemporary appearance and
provide a positive water barrier.
Clear, glazed door kits come standard with 1/4" glass for a heavier feel and superior operation.
Unique magnetic latch in conjunction with compression vinyl ensure a tight seal.
Frameless doors are available with three different handle/latch options.
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CrystalLine Frameless By-Pass
A rich, contemporary frameless look at an affordable price.
 Available stock in Silver, Gold, Oil Rubbed Bronze and Brushed Nickel finishes and can be custom
ordered powered-coated to match any sample.
 Silver and Gold extrusions have been polished to remove imperfections prior to anodization.
 Comes standard with 1/4" tempered glass with polished edges all four sides, and has a 3/16" glass
option available.
 Standard with Clear, Pattern 62, or Rain glass or available custom in several other patterns.
 Metal towel bar or through-the-glass towel bar options available.
 All brackets and finger pulls are cut and buffed prior to anodizing, ensuring a smooth, uniform finish.
 The header is reversible.
 Wall jambs are H shaped to accommodate the rounded opening of fiberglass and acrylic stalls.
 CrystalLine units fit openings 1/2" larger than model size.
 Custom units available with in-line or return panels. Panels are flush glazed for a clean, modern look.
 Adjustable brackets with sealed ball bearing rollers for out of plumb situations.
 Wall jamb bumpers are designed to channel the panel glass into the wall jamb and hold it tight when
closed.
 Tapered filler jamb available for a custom fit.
 Sill guide is dual-durometer material providing smooth, quiet operation.

CrystalLine Framed By-Pass
A modern look with the substantial quality of a framed unit.
 Available stock in Silver, Gold, Oil Rubbed Bronze and Brushed Nickel finishes and can be custom
powered-coated to match any sample.
 Available with your choice of nine different types of safety tempered glass or KD.
 Easy clean flat sill track.
 Contemporary, rounded header is polished prior to anodizing for a superior finish.
 Heavy, polished towel bars and brackets provide an elegant touch.
 Towel Bars on both door panels are finished front and back for a smooth, solid look and feel.
 Extra heavy aluminum extrusions for years of superior performance.
 Units fit opening approximately 3/4 inch larger than model size.
 Available in a wide range of sizes to accommodate differing tub and shower openings.
 Adjustable brackets with sealed ball bearing rollers for out of plumb situations.
 Interlocking stack jambs and tapered filler jamb available for a custom fit.
 Wall jamb bumpers are designed to channel the door panels into the wall jambs and hold it tight when
closed.
 Finger pulls included for each panel.
 Custom units available with flush-glazed in-line and return panels.
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Signature Bypass
The Ultimate Frameless By-Pass Enclosure – Southeastern Aluminum’s Signature Series
 Available stock in Silver, Gold, White, Oil Rubbed Bronze, Brushed Nickel and Brushed Bronze
finishes and can be custom ordered in Black, Biscuit or powered-coated to match any sample.
 Brass or stainless steel towel bars that connect through both tempered glass panels.
 Available in 3/8" or 1/4" clear glass or KD.
 Standard with Clear glass or available custom in several other patterns
 Tempered glass panels have polished edges on all four sides.
 All heavy duty aluminum extrusions are polished to remove imperfections prior to anodizing.
 Contemporary, rounded header designed for strength as well as beauty.
 Wall jamb bumpers are designed to channel the door panels into the wall jambs and hold panels tight
when closed.
 Adjustable brackets with sealed ball bearing rollers for out of plumb situations. 3/8" brackets mount
through the glass for added safety.
 Units available with in-line, 90 degree or 135 degree panels. In-line and return panels are flush glazed
for a modern, clean look.
 Units are designed to fit openings approximately 1/2" larger than model size.
 Sill guide is dual-durometer material providing smooth, quiet operation.

Parklane Bypass
Our traditional framed bypass enclosure – an industry leader for years.
 Available stock in Silver, Gold, White, Oil Rubbed Bronze and Brushed Nickel finishes and can be
custom ordered in Black, Biscuit or powered-coated to match any sample.
 Available with your choice of twelve different types of safety tempered glass or KD.
 Exclusive “Free Flow” sill track with floating nylon guides attached to door panels allows for positive
door traction plus all the benefits of an easy clean sill.
 Contemporary, rounded header is polished prior to anodizing for a superior finish.
 Heavy, polished towel bars and brackets provide an elegant touch.
 Towel Bars on both door panels are finished front and back for a smooth, solid look and feel.
 Extra heavy aluminum extrusions for years of superior performance.
 Parklane by-pass units fit opening approximately 5/8 inch larger than model size.
 Available in a wide range of sizes to accommodate differing tub and shower openings.
 Adjustable brackets with sealed ball bearing rollers for out of plumb situations.
 Interlocking stack jambs and tapered filler jamb available for a custom fit.
 Wall jamb bumpers are designed to channel the door panels into the wall jambs and hold it tight when
closed.
 Finger pulls included for each panel.
 Custom units available with flush-glazed in-line and return panels.
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Parklane Pivot Door
Our most versatile swing door.
 Full 2 5/8" horizontal adjustment, up 2 1/4", down 3/8".
 Available stock in Silver and can be custom ordered powered-coated to match any sample.
 Available with your choice of nine different types of safety tempered glass or KD.
 Full length magnetic latch system with adjustable strike jamb for a custom, leak proof seal in out of
plumb situations.
 Available in widths from 22" to 36", sized in 2" increments, and offering standard heights of 65 3/4"
or 69 3/4".
 Doors are reversible for right or left hand operation.
 Quality craftsmanship including extruded metal handles, which are cut and polished prior to
anodizing, making for a smooth, uniform finish.
 Reduced swing radius makes it ideal for those tight shower locations.
 Two piece drip system for easier installation and better draining.

Parklane Hinge Door
Offers an innovative alternative to traditional hinge style doors.
 Available stock in Silver, Oil Rubbed Bronze and Brushed Nickel finishes and can be custom ordered
powered-coated to match any sample.
 Available with your choice of nine different types of safety tempered glass or KD.
 Available in widths from 23" to 32", and in standard heights of 64 13/16", 68 13/16" and 72 13/16".
 1 1/2" horizontal adjustment from -0 to +1 1/2.
 Doors are reversible for right or left hand operation.
 Utilizes our exclusive SEALPRO continuous hinge system for a smooth, quiet swing:
o Eliminates the wear associated with metal to metal contact by placing a vinyl sleeve between the
aluminum extrusions.
o Eliminates the rattle and vibration associated with other types of hinges.
 Two-piece drip system for easier installation and better draining.
 Quality craftsmanship including extruded metal handles which are cut and polished prior to
anodizing, making for a smooth, uniform finish.

Classic Bypass
A unique line of bath enclosures – expensive in style, economical in price.
 Available in Silver finish.
 Available with obscure and clear tempered glass as well as KD.
 Exclusive “Free Flow” sill track with floating nylon guides attached to door panels allows for positive
door traction plus all the benefits of an easy clean sill.
 Single towel bar on each door panel, finished front and back for a smooth, solid look and feel.
 Smooth cast brackets designed to eliminate rattling towel bars.
 Available in a wide range of sizes to accommodate different tub and shower openings.
 Adjustable brackets with sealed ball bearing rollers for out of plumb situations.
 Wall jambs are H shaped to accommodate the rounded corners of fiberglass and acrylic stalls.
 Classic By-Pass units fit openings approximately 1 inch larger than model size.
 Tapered filler jamb available for a custom fit.
 Custom tapered wall jambs available to fit OC-SS Sterling stall models.
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